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The following are some of the examples of Japanese children being bullied and 

discriminated by Korean & Chinese counterparts after Comfort Women Statues were erected 

in the U.S.  These incidents clearly suggest that young children are most susceptible 

to racial hatred promoted by adults no matter how those Korean (& Chinese) adults try 

to justify erection of such statues by calling them “Peace Statues” as such.  The 

fact is that there was no such noticeable animosity reported before the Comfort Woman 

Statue movement was promoted by the Anti-Japan Korean groups.  

 

It has been brought to our attention that similar kind of animosity has been observed 

in Sydney as well.  Many Japanese residents stopped shopping at Korean grocery shops 

due to the change of attitudes shown by Korean shop keepers.   

 

Example 1 Primary Students 

Japanese mothers are completely ignored by Chinese & Korean mothers.  They flatly ignore 

even greetings.  At a community party they served cold rice only to Japanese families. 

During lunch time at school Japanese students were bullied and ostracized by being told 

“Japanese lunch boxes are smelly and Japanese are smelly.”  

 

Example 2 Primary School 

At school a Japanese student was told by his Korean classmate that he did not want to 

play with Japanese because his parents told him that Japanese were bad race.  The 

Japanese student then asked his mother if he should hide his nationality.   

 

Example 3 Junior High School 

At school Japanese students were told by Korean students unknown to them that Japan was 

a nasty country.  

 

Example 4 Primary School 

A Japanese student was suddenly told by a close Korean friend “Stupid Japanese are 

trying to steal Korean island.” The Japanese student and his parent were totally 

shocked.  

 

Example 5 High School 

A Korean student suddenly assaulted a Japanese student shouting “I hate Japs.”  

 

Example 6 Primary School 

Korean students repeatedly spat at Japanese students even by chasing them escaping. 

Korean students constantly bullied Japanese students by saying anything like “Korea 

defeated Japan in a football match and Japan copied Korean cartoon character etc.etc. 

 

Example 7 High School 

Korean students put posters stating the Takeshima Island (under the territorial dispute) 

belonged to Korea all over the school. Japanese students were intensely intimidated 

teachers did nothing with it.   

 

Example 8 (Junior High School) 

A Korean female and a Korean male student performed a play at a public school in front 



of all the students of the school.  The play was featuring atrocities committed by the 

Japanese Imperial Army as a true story.  After the play Japanese students who were 

minority at the school were blamed by being told “Ashamed of yourself being Japanese. 

Japanese are cruel.” They were completely intimidated and humiliated.  

 

 


